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editorial
Channeling Rick McKinney
It is always a special occasion for us
to get an article from Rick McKinney—the three-time World Champion and two-time Olympic Silver
medallist and author of “The Simple
Art of Winning”—that Rick McKinney. And I get to edit his article.
I have known Rick for a good
ten years and consider him a colleague. It is not like we are bosom
buddies or anything; he hasn’t been
to my house nor I to his, but he is as
I am wont to say a “friend in
archery.” And as far as Olympicstyle archery goes in the U.S., he is
at least a demigod. He not only
knows of what he speaks, but he has
taken the time to teach others: other
coaches, other archers, and he writes
things for you and for me.
Which is where I get involved. I
get to “channel” Rick McKinney!
He is already a better than average
writer so it is not as if I have to go
through and correct a myriad syntax
and grammar errors, but I get to
help Rick say what he has to say.
And if I do my job well, and you’ve

spoken to Rick, you will hear his
voice deliver his message. And that
is my test for good editing. In the
final article, the editor is invisible
and inaudible. It is an honor to provide such a service to a recognized
archery “great,” such as Rick, and all
of the other fabulous archery experts
who we are able to bring you.
I will also admit that I get a rush
out of bringing you a new voice, one
you didn’t know existed. Sometimes
these people write one article and
they are done, others find their voice
(and your acceptance and encouragement) and write more. I ask
many of you to write and some of
you take up the challenge.
I know, I know being asked to
write is a little like being asked to
appear nude at an airport—the likelihood of embarrassment is high and
the possible reward seems small. But
we provide a safety blanket to one
and all. You write, then we edit, and
send your article back to you for your
approval. If you don’t like it, we don’t
publish it. You have total control.

Do you have something to say
that would help other archers? You
don’t have to be Rick McKinney to
write for Archery Focus; you (as Claudia often says) just have to have
something to say.
Now for our subscribers in far
away lands, where you probably
won’t have me to talk to and won’t
have me personally asking you to
write for us, you have a new opportunity! If you write well in Spanish,
German, French, or Italian, please
send us your articles. Our partners
in Europe (ArcheryMedia) will
translate it into English, and if it is
accepted for publication into all of
the other languages as well. You will
get to see your article in your native
language as well as those other “foreign” languages, too. Now there’s a
thrill!

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney, Don
Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette Musta, and
others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target archery. You’ll
find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your form, and upto-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.
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Who Will Be the
Next Olympic
Champion?
by Rick McKinney
Editor’s Note Rick wrote this before the Olympics, but it
applies to far more than just the 2008 Games.
The question asked in the title is on most
archers’ minds right now. Does one archer have an
edge over the others? Do we really know what it takes
to win? Does somebody deserve to win because they
train harder? Let’s try to digest what it takes to win
that coveted Gold Medal.
Most average archers love our sport and train
somewhat to get better. Some archers progress faster
than others while some skyrocket to the top in no time,
only to lose their edge and quit just about as fast as they
skyrocketed to the top. Some struggle for years only to
find out that no matter what they did, they just could
not get any better. Some buy the best equipment money
can buy, only to find out that equipment is only as good
as the archer. Some people start out very slowly in their
form development and as they struggle to learn and try
to improve they are told to consider another sport since
they are very “challenged” physically.
One thing we know about champions is that they
have a huge love of their sport. No matter what else
happens, archery is number one in their lives. This is
obvious when you look at past
champions and others who
came very close. Victor Wunderle has virtually done nothing
else since the age of 16 but train
and shoot his way to being one
of the top archers in the world
(winning an individual Olympic
Silver Medal and a team Bronze in 2000). Butch Johnson has lived in the archery world much longer and
still works at an archery pro shop when he is not training or traveling and competing (team Gold in 1996
and team Bronze in 2000). Jennifer Nichols trains
almost half the year in Tucson with her coach in order
to be prepared; this will be her second Olympics and
she has dominated the women’s side during the trials.

Khatuna Lorig will be representing her third country
this year (Unified Team of the former Soviet Union in
1992, Georgia in 1996 and the United States this
year); her tenacity cannot be disputed (team Bronze in
1992). Brady Ellison lives at the Olympic Training
Center and trains full time. This is just the U.S. team.
You can be assured of the determination, drive, and
tenacity of other archers all over the world who eat,
sleep, and breathe archery to win.
Now, let’s look at the equipment that these archers
use. Each has risers and limbs that are available to any
archer who buys their equipment. The arrows have
been around for years and are widely available.
Although the prices are much higher, all of the equipment these archers use is available to be purchased and,
as a matter of fact, many archers buy the same equipment thinking that it will improve their game. Once
they take the fish hooks out of their mouths, they will
realize that buying the best equipment money can buy
did not make those archers champions. When the 128
archers compete for that Gold Medal in Bejing most
will have similar equipment. So, we can rule out the
equipment as the reason someone wins a Gold Medal.
Well, if it isn’t the equipment it must be the training and physical form. If you
look at all five of our United
States Olympians, you will
notice one thing about their
form. Each one has his own style
and technique. As a matter of
fact, if you look at most of the
top archers of the world, you will
notice that each one has modified his form to fit his
own physique. But one thing is certain, each archer has
mastered his own form and executes his shot exactly
the same every time. Today, complete information is
provided to all coaches, archers, and support group
members so that there is no advantage in the field of
form. I know there are some who want to convince you
that there are big differences, but it is all about train-

“Does one archer have an
edge over the others? Do
we really know what it
takes to win?”
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ing and repetition of good classic form with slight
adjustments to fit into your body style and structure. If
you don’t believe me, then look at the best men all over
the world. They have so many different techniques and
styles it will make your head spin and yet their scores
are so close to one another you would be hard pressed
to place a good wager as to who will win the next elimination round. As a matter of fact, scores shot today are
very similar to the scores shot in the early 1990’s when
the elimination round was first introduced. Nobody
has beaten the 119/120 shot by Mr. Park, Kyung Mo
in 1993 at the World Target Championships. So, obviously, it’s not form.
Therefore it must be drive, tenacity and determination. Oh wait! Almost all of the archers who will be
at the Games have that. They have proved that by what
they did before they even got to the Games. Khatuna
Lorig left New Jersey and
moved her family to San Diego
so they all could be together
while she trained full time. Jennifer Nichols continues to travel
back and forth to Tucson to
train with her coach for months
on end, while her family lives in
Wyoming. They hook up
together at tournaments, Tucson, and home when they
can. Victor Wunderle trains at home in the summer in
Illinois while in the winter he heads down to Florida
and trains there. Butch Johnson lives at the Pro Shop
or trains at home with custom training facilities just for
his pleasure. Brady Ellison (who is the “rookie” of the
bunch and probably has a strong chance of winning a
medal) left home last year, and lives and trains full time
at the United States Olympic Training Center in
Chula Vista. There is no doubt there is drive, tenacity,
and determination among all of them and I can assure
you that at least 90% of all Olympic archers who will
compete in Bejing have a similar drive.
So if it isn’t equipment, form, drive, tenacity or
determination, is it the water they drink? We know it
cannot be drugs. All top athletes are randomly chosen
for drug tests at any time and any place, 365 days a
year. Most of the top archers have shot the scores
needed to win. They have either shot those scores in
practice, in local events, or major events. But what will
determine if they can do it at the Games? Luck? Good
food? Family? Press? The right clothes? What is it?

There are two ways that you get that mental capability. The first is as a raw mental talent that many have.
They have so much confidence they reek of it and they
will be surprised if they do not do well because they
believe in themselves so much. For instance, Darrell
Pace was a natural. Although it has been years since he
competed, there was no doubt the guy had that raw
talent that comes very rarely. He believed in himself so
much that he would be very surprised when he lost
(which was, by the way, very seldom). The other option
is the learned or trained mental game which I used. I
did not have the same level of confidence as those others and I had to learn to build it up and master that
mental coolness that is needed when you are in the
heat of competition.
Look at most of the Resident Athletes and the
young Dream Team members that have been chosen to
train at our Olympic Training
Center. Why is it we have people who were barebow archers
and compound archers in those
groups and not just recurve
shooters? It’s because each of
those kids have been successful
in their own discipline. It is
much easier to change form and
equipment than it is to train the mental application for
any sport. It doesn’t mean it cannot be done, but it is
one of the hardest things to master. A good example of
that is our new Resident Program administrator/assistant coach, Guy Krueger. He claims “I have no talent
at shooting archery; my talent is my work ethic . . .”
(This quote is from the press release from USA
Archery.) If you ever watched Guy shoot you would
know he does know how to shoot; he just did not master the mental game. We all know, or know of, archers
who shot some extremely high scores when it didn’t
mean much, but when it did mean something they
crumbled. However, even though learning the mental
game is not easy, once you have it you fully understand
the advantage you have over most other archers. Learn
it and you just might surprise yourself. I laugh when I
talk to archers and ask them if they think the mental
game is important (any top archer will tell you that it
is) and they pretty much think that it is important.
However, when I ask them how much time they spend
on the mental game, it is a different story. Most will
only give it a few minutes a day. And yet, they spend
hours and hours on their form and equipment. Just
think what would happen if they spent the same
amount of time on their mental game?

“But what will determine if
they can do it at the
Games? Luck? Good
food? Family? Press? The
right clothes? What is it?”

I am sure you know by now it is the mental game.
The capability to handle pressure correctly at that one
moment in time when it counts. That is true champion capability. How do you keep from worrying about
making sure everything is perfect (your equipment,
your form, and your attitude) when you are competing?
8

So, who will be the next Olympic Champion?
The answer: the archer with the strongest mind at the
right moment in time.
Archery Focus

Finding
Arrows in
the Grass
by Steve Ruis
Introduction

The bane of target archery, which has been referred to
in the past as lawn archery, is . . . grass. Arrows shot
with flattish trajectories and which miss the target
penetrate the grass, skip off of the ground, and slide
into the thicket, melt into the jungle, merge with the
thicket, and disappear from mortal sight. Even when
shooting my longbow at distance, with relatively high
trajectories, the arrows still disappear into the grass and
I spend more time looking for my arrows than I do
shooting them. This is vexatious, so I have asked
around to one and all about the best methods to find
such stealth arrows.
Considerations

Some of the methods described could result in damage
to the arrows sought, so obviously care must be taken
in choosing a method that is suitable for the task.
Strategies

When a somewhat famous bank robber of the 1930s was
asked “Why do you rob banks?”
his response was “Because that’s
where the money is.” We will
take an equally commonsensical approach. We must search
for our lost arrows where they
are most likely to be and then
we need to be somewhat
methodical. Searching at random, even in an area in which

there is a high probability of finding a lost arrow will
result in going over the same ground multiple times; and
if it wasn’t there the first time you looked, it is quite
unlikely to be there if you look again. Being methodical
will minimize your time looking for arrows which maximizes the time you have to shoot arrows.
Arrows hold their trajectories quite well and, occasionally, they will deflect off of the edge of the target
and take up a differrent line of flight, although this is
quite a rare event. So our search strategy consists of
two parts: searching the line of flight and searching in
a methodical way.
Line of Flight Did the arrow miss high or low? Did
it miss left or right? High and left, maybe? This kind
of information is very useful to finding your misses, so
you must keep track of it. When it comes time to look
for your arrows, go to the back of the target and sight
along the top of it back to where you were standing
while shooting. If you missed low, the arrow will either
be in front of the target or slightly behind the target
along that line. If you missed high, the arrow will
either be a little to quite a bit
behind the target along that
line. It makes no sense to start
a search in any other place.
With some experience, you
can look back to where you
were shooting and imagine
the trajectory of an arrow just

“Of course, you are still up
against the archery gods,
who have decreed that when
you are looking for your own
arrows, you will only find
other people’s arrows!”
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missing the top of the target (or whatever) and you can find the landing zone quite accurately. (Even I can do it.)
If you missed to the left, you must look from
behind the target to where you were standing along the
right edge of the target. This is then your line of flight.
If you missed to the right, you must look from behind
the target to where you were standing along the left
edge of the target. Find the line of flight and get some
idea of how far the arrow went and you will have a
much better chance of finding the arrow quickly.
Search Pattern Once you have identified the line of
flight of a lost arrow, you need to adopt a systematic
search pattern. Always start a little closer to the shooting line than you think the arrow landed and search

“Arrows shot with flattish trajectories and which miss the target
penetrate the grass, skip off of the
ground, and slide into the thicket,
melt into the jungle, merge with
the thicket, and disappear from
mortal sight.”
along the line of flight until you are a little bit past the
maximum distance you think the arrow went. This
allows for errors in your estimate of how far the arrow
went. If you don’t find your arrow, search to the left or
right of that line for the same distance, and if you still
don’t find that arrow, try the other side of that line.
This allows you to avoid going over ground you have
already searched.
Courtesies If you are down to six arrows in a competition and your sixth arrow is taking a vacation in the
grass, you must find that arrow (and then bring more
arrows to your next competition!). But if this is not the
case, give it the old school try to find the arrow, but
don’t make everyone else wait upon you. Make a mental note of where you think the arrow is and then come
back to the search over lunch or after the day’s shooting. The same principle applies at practice.
Techniques

All the preliminaries being done, here are some of the
recommended methods of finding arrows in the grass.
12

By Eye This
is probably
the
easiest
method. The arrow is
embedded in the grass in the
direction of its flight. If you have
bright colored fletches or a bright
arrow crest or wrap, it may be quite
easy to see some glimpse of your lost one.
If you have a camouflaged arrow with camouflaged
vanes, good luck! When you find your arrow, pull it
back along its path to avoid bending or breaking the
arrow. If you pull up on your arrow and it is stuck in
something firm the best thing that can happen is you
bend it, so be sure to pull it along its line of flight.
If you shoot feathers, some like to find the point,
clear obstructions from in front of the arrow and pull
it from the front to avoid destruction of the feathers
when pulled backward.
By Foot I was skeptical of this technique until I saw
it done (typically by teenagers). The searcher walks,
usually barefoot although I saw it done in sneakers,
over the search ground and finds the arrow by feel. I
expect that if you weigh a lot (as I do) that you might
crack wood or all-carbon arrows this way, so my strategy is to leave this technique to slightly built teenagers.

“Don’t make everyone else wait
upon you. Make a mental note of
where you think the arrow is and
then come back to the search
over lunch or after the day’s
shooting.”
By Hand This is an interesting technique someone
in my club showed me. You take another arrow and
slide it point first though the grass perpendicular to the
line of flight. If this arrow encounters your lost arrow,
you will feel it. It doesn’t take all that much time to
search a small area and it works quite well. You do have
Archery Focus

“If you bring your metal
detector to a competition
you will become very popular as more than a few people will ask to borrow it.”

to get on your knees or
squat or bend over quite
far, so I leave this technique to the young and
flexible.
By Rake The Arrow
Rake is a time tested
device. I don’t know
when it was first devised
but it was quite a while ago. In its
simplest form it is a stick with a
nail driven through the tip sideways creating a rake with one tine.
You uses it as you would any other
rake by dragging it through the
grass sideways to the line of flight.
A more modern take on this
device I got from Norm Graham,
former N.A.A. Board president.
He took a lawn sprinkler valve key
(see photo) and put a 45 degree
bend in it near the forked end. This
creates a 30 inch long, two-tined
rake (with a handle!) that works
very well (and doesn’t cost much at
all). You can get the valve
keys at your local
hardware
store
for
a b o u t
US$3-4 or from
suppliers to the U.S. Federal Government for US$66.75.
(Sometimes the Internet tells you
things you don’t want to know.)
By Metal Detector This is my
favorite method (because I own a
metal detector). To search any particular area, you first drop one of
your arrows on the ground and
(after turning the machine on to an
appropriate setting—read the
instructions!) and wave the head of
the metal detector over the arrow
to be sure the machine “beeps” so
you know it is turned on and working. (I will leave you to guess how
it was that I learned to do this.)
Then you sweep the head back and
forth as you walk the line of flight
in the search area. If the arrows are
aluminum you can walk fairly fast,
with the head making sweeps
about a foot (30-40 cm) apart. If
Archery Focus

you are looking for wood or allcarbon arrows, you must walk
slower so that the head sweeps arcs
that allow the head to overlap the
previous sweep. All you are looking
for in the latter case is the arrow
point or insert, which are much
smaller than an arrow, hence the
smaller sweeps.
If you bring your metal detector to a competition you will
become very popular as more than
a few people will ask to borrow it.
Most metal detector owners are
relatively free in the lending.
The disadvantages are you
have this biggish, clunky machine
to lug around and you have to have
spare batteries. And, of course, you
have to buy the thing.
So, there you have it, several
ways to find your lost arrows. Of
course, you are still up against the
archery gods, who have decreed
that when you are looking for your
own arrows, you will only find
other people’s arrows! One manifestation of this was I had some
free time waiting for students to
arrive for lessons last week, so I
took my metal detector out to
search for two arrows lost the previous week. In under 45 minutes of
systematic looking, I found 23
arrows—fiberglass arrows, wood
arrows, aluminum arrows, and carbon arrows. I even found six arrows
that matched! And, no, I didn’t
find the arrows I lost (nor any
pirate treasure or rare coins).
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Building
Archers from
the Ground Up

Part 3 of 3

Adding the Roof
The first two parts of this series are available in AFm Vol
12, No. 1 & No. 2. Ed.
In the first installment on starting brand new archers,
“Building the Foundation,” Coach McDowell begins with
safety, works through foot placement and ends with safety.
In the second installment, “Building the Walls,” she tells us
how she builds the shot and a shot sequence through mimetics.
This is the final installment of a three-part series
on starting beginning archers. In Part One, we looked
at foot placement as the foundation of the shot. In Part
Two, we used mimetics to help beginning archers
develop the basic form needed for the shot. In this
part, the archers get to do everything they have been
doing all along, just with the bow and arrows and actually taking the shot.
The roof is the crowning glory of any structure. It’s
the icing on the cake, the cherry on the sundae. Taking
that first shot is the goal the beginners have been
working toward. This is that moment.
First, I must caution you not to expect the archer
to do everything right. There seems to be a short-circuit that occurs as soon as they get a bow in hand.
That, of course, prompts the question: “Why do all

“There seems to be a short-circuit
that occurs as soon as they get a
bow in hand. ”
that mimetic stuff if they are just going to do it wrong
anyway?” The answer is simple—once the archer gets
past being awed by the equipment, the muscle memory of all that you’ve been doing will take over and proper form will start to appear.
In Part Two of the series, I detailed a drill that
included letting down the bow. That basic drill is
included in this step. The drill consists of the following steps: archers to the line, nock an arrow, set the
draw hand, set the bow hand (and put some pressure
14

by Ava McDowell

on the string), draw to anchor, let down, remove the
arrow, side-step off the line, turn and take two steps
away, repeat. Of course, to get to actually doing the
drill, there are a few details the archers must learn.
The first item is nocking the arrow. Instruct the
archers on where to nock the arrow, which direction
the index vane goes and don’t forget to tell them to listen for the click that indicates the arrow is securely on
the string. The second is letting down. The transfer of
muscle tension from back muscles to chest muscles to
control the letdown is something you have to teach by
repeated guided practice. Usually four or five repeats is
good enough for most archers to get the concept. The
final detail is taking the arrow off the string. It’s a
whole lot easier to place an arrow on a string than to
pull it off! Now that those details have been covered,
start the drill.
Here are details to be looking for in each step:
1. Archers to the Line Archers should be in control of
their bows and not allowing their bows to bump
their neighbor. Feet should be parallel to the shooting line and shoulder width apart.
2. Nock an Arrow Make sure the index vane is in the
correct position and the arrow is securely on the
string.
3. Set the Draw Hand Three fingers below the arrow.
4. Set the Bow Hand The fingers should be relaxed and
not gripping the bow.
5. Draw to Anchor Some archers may have a hard time
getting the bow back to the anchor and will try to
“cheat” it by putting their thumb at their anchor
point instead of the index finger. Help the archers
to engage their back muscles to assist with the draw
and work with them on keeping their bow shoulder
down.
6. Let Down Hang on to the string!
7. Remove the Arrow Remind the archers to put the
arrow in the quiver.
8. Step Off the Line This is where all that side-stepping
practice comes in handy.
Once the archers have the hang of this drill, as in
Part Two, you substitute Step 6 with picking a spot on
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the bale to focus on and Step 7 with relaxing the draw
fingers and releasing the arrow. After a few repetitions,
have the archers shoot three arrows before stepping off
the line.
As the archers shoot their three arrows, look
for groups. Once an archer starts shooting their arrows
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in groups, hang a 60 cm FITA target face on their bale.
They have earned it. Now it starts becoming fun! They
are aiming for the gold! When all of the archers are
shooting groups at five yards, move them to ten yards.
Younger archers won’t shoot past ten yards for some
time, but older archers can shoot at 15 and 20 yards as
their abilities allow, but that’s another article.
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Proactive Bow Setup—

by Tom Dorigatti

The Most Overlooked
Piece of Equipment—
The Nock
Most middle-to-upper echelon tournament
archers and bowhunters spend an enormous amount of
time setting up their equipment. The best are diligent
about getting their draw length set as perfectly as possible. They are careful about arrow rest placement and
peep site setting (and rotation). They make certain that
all four axes of the site are precisely aligned. Many also
are scrupulous about their arrow weights, length, point
weights, spine, and vane placements. What is amazing
is the number of archers who all but ignore the nock of
the arrow—except, of course, when one gets broken or
finally fails to properly fit the bow string. Only then do
they become alarmed enough to take action. If you are
interested in learning some of the finer details about
you arrow nocks, read on. What do you have to lose
besides a gain of a few points in your score you might
be missing because of overlooking . . . the nock of your
arrow?
I am not writing this to give information or statistics about any particular brands of nocks, although I do
have the information. I won’t even be mentioning any
brand names in this article, since that is not the point.
However, over the years, I’ve used many different types
and brands of arrow nocks. Some of them have been
very inexpensive types, while others have been very
expensive indeed. What I have found is that it pays to
be proactive; even when it comes down to the little
piece of plastic affixed to the back of the arrow and is
the connection point to the bowstring.
Step #1 Checking The Fit of Your
Nocks on Your Bowstring

My recent research into checking out different types of
nocks (of the same brand and also of different brands)
has revealed to me that there are sometimes very significant variances in the size of the throat of the nocks
out of the same package! I’ve found that in the same
package, it is highly likely to find a few, and sometimes
several, that are of a completely different throat size
than the majority of those in the same bag. If you don’t
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check them, you won’t know it until it is too late and
an arrow that you just changed a nock on won’t fit the
string correctly. You do change your nocks now and
again, don’t you? Whoops, I’m getting ahead of myself
here! Here are a couple of techniques I’ve been using
for years. I cannot remember who put me onto these
tricks, but the use of them has saved my score countless times.
1. I always check the entire package of 100 nocks for
appropriate nock fit when I first open the package.
All nocks that are too loose are immediately culled
out. Sometimes, I’ve had to cull out a dozen or
more for loose fit.
2. All nocks that are too tight are grouped and set
aside by themselves. I don’t use a tension meter for
this, but you can get pretty close by feel alone; close
enough for as well as I can hold, anyways.
3. When I change a nock on an arrow, before I shoot
that arrow out of the bow, I will place the arrow on
the bowstring and pull it off the string, repeating
the process 15 times. Then, I consider that arrow
OK to shoot. This allows for at least some breaking
in of the arrow nock to the bowstring; not perfect,
but better than a first timer when all the other
arrows have been shot numerous times. It doesn’t
take much to affect the impact point of an arrow.
This also gives me yet another cross-check concerning nock fit of the “new” nock. I guess you
could also just do the 15 clicks when you open the
package too and save the trouble of doing it later,
but I’ve always done it upon changing a nock.
Step #2 Weigh Your Nocks

You are probably thinking, “All nocks of the same
brand and type weigh the same.” Well, have you check
that belief? I’ve done some extensive work weighing
bags of 100 nocks of the same color and type among
several different brands, types, and colors. I’m surprised at how inconsistent some of them are; some
nocks in the same bag will differ by as much as 3 grains
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in weight. So, when I purchase a new package of nocks (I always purchase
by the 100 count), I sit down and weigh each nock in the bag and group
them according to matching weight. Out of a bag of 100, there are going
to be some that are way out of line, and those get tossed. You might think
that two or three grains won’t matter much; but, if your nocks are off 1 to
3 grains, and then your points differ another 2 or 3 grains, and the arrow
shafts themselves differ, and then the vanes differ, it doesn’t take long for
a set of arrows to come up mismatched quite a bit in weight, and not from
the fault of just the shaft itself!
1. As you weigh up the nocks, separate them into groups by weight, and
then put a piece of paper inside the container as to what the weight of
the nock is. It is easy to do. Then simply put like-weight nocks into
packages of their own. A tenth of a grain isn’t going to rob you for
much of anything, but I have found variances of much more than this
in the same package of nocks, so it becomes significant. I always keep
a package of nocks that are weight matched in my bow case and also
some in my quiver. I know that they are the same, and that they fit
pretty much the same on the bow string.
2. It is also interesting to note that different colors of the same type and
brand of nock will weigh differently; just like different colors of vanes
can weigh differently. Thus, unless you know that different colors of
nocks weigh and fit the same, don’t mix them. I won’t borrow nocks
from a fellow archer for this very reason; plus, some shooters keep old
used nocks around, just in case.
Step #3 Setting an Arrow’s Nock Alignment

Most archers, and especially those shooting fall-away arrow rests, are
lackadaisical about arrow nock alignment, thinking that a little bit won’t
matter much, even off of a launcher blade type arrow rest. All of you
probably know about the powder test for checking arrow clearance, correct? Well, there is more to it that just checking clearance on the arrow
rest; you are also supposed to be checking to see if the arrow nock is
aligned correctly so that the vanes are clearing the rest or, if they are contacting the arrow rest, that all arrows are contacting the rest the same
amount. This is better related to checking each and every arrow so you
know that they all have the same vane orientation, or, realistically, the
same nock alignment. There are many ways to accomplish this:
1. You can “eye-ball” your nock rotation from arrow to arrow and get it
close. This works after a fashion for fall-away type arrow rests.
However, for launcher rests or arrow rests with prongs, eye-balling
nock rotation is not close enough; that is if you like to shoot higher
scores and tighter groups!
2. You can use one of various nock alignment tools available for purchase. Bjorn used to make a quality nock alignment tool that worked
really well (see Photo 1). Now and again one will show up on eBay.
Insert Pic #1 Bjorn Nock Alignment Tool
3. Other manufacturers also make nock alignment tools that are readily
available for a modest cost. Apple Manufacturing has a nice nock
alignment tool, as does Archery Technologies (see Photo 1 again).
4. Of course, with a little ingenuity, you can easily make a nock alignment tool of your own, and have some fun doing it. All it takes is a
means of supporting the arrow and the nock, and then having a consistent “indicator” to align with one of the vanes of the arrow in order
that you can orient all of the arrows in the same nock orientation.
Continued on Next Page
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Photo 1
5. Yet another method I’ve used with great success is
to get that first arrow you powder tested and that
shows the best or consistent vane clearance to use as
a “standard”. Then, simply lay that arrow down on
a flat surface with the cock vane up. Lay the other
arrows out of your set down with the same vane orientation, and simply look at the orientation of the
string groove of the nock; or the flat part of the
nock. All of them should be the same. Keeping your
“master” safe, simply work with each arrow, one by
one until all of them have the same groove orientation as the master. With practice, you can get them
nearly identical. I’ve had much success with this; to
the point that when I borrowed a friend’s nock
alignment tool and set it with my master arrow, all
of the others were very, very close; not all were perfect, but extremely close. (If you look closely at
Photo 2, you can see that the nock alignment on
the second and third arrows from the left are slightly off. This was done purposefully for demonstration purposes). The use of camera with a macro
function can really be a big help on this item!

how do you go about making sure that, should you
have to replace a nock on an arrow out in the field, you
get the new nock oriented exactly the same as the rest
of the arrows in your quiver? Sure, you could just put
that arrow into the “penalty box,” but what happens if
you suddenly need that arrow? Then what do you do?
Proactive archery doesn’t allow for “punting.” Remember, proactive archery has a system! This “system” is
very simple and easy to accomplish. It is a simple case
of marking the nock orientation on the shaft, or if you
use inserts in the back of your shaft (such as g-nock,
super-nock, or pin-nock inserts), you mark the insert;
either with permanent ink ultra-thin point marker, or,
with a very fine pointed scratching instrument such as
a sharp hobby knife. Where to put this mark or
scratch, you ask? This is very simple. All nocks have a
mould line on them. I simply make my mark on my
arrow and/or insert to match up with the mould lines
on both sides of the nock, and voila; a nock orientation
indicator for that arrow that won’t change (unless you
mess up the bushing, that is). However, if you mark the
shaft and the bushing, then even a bushing movement
won’t affect your indicator. (In Photo 3, I have used a
much thicker marking line than normal for demonstration purposes).

Photo 3
Step #5 When to Change
Your Nocks

Photo 2
Step #4 How to Mark for
Duplication

So, now you have all the nocks on your arrows. They
weigh the same. They fit onto your bowstring with as
close to the same amount of resistance as you can get
without using sophisticated instruments. You have the
nock rotation on each and every arrow the same. So,
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As I mentioned earlier, most archers seldom change
their nocks, even when shooting today’s super-heavy,
aluminum “fat-shafts” such as 2512, 2613, or the new
2712’s. Some of these arrows weigh upwards of 700
grains and some even more than that! Release shooters
place a very strong downward pressure on the arrow
rest with such weights, which then cause an up pressure at the back, or nock-end, of the arrow. The only
thing absorbing that pressure is; you guessed it, the
soft, plastic nock. Just like anything else under pressure
loads, sooner or later, it fatigues and starts to give out.
In the case of a “pin-nock”, problems are pretty easy to
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detect, because they simply will not fit the string and
normally will fall right off the string when they are
cracked or about to fail; not always, but most of the
time, the cracks are apparent and clearly visible. However, in the case of a nock that is inserted into an arrow
shaft directly or through an insert, the invisible part of
the nock can soon become bent, or brittle, and/or even
start to bend out of line, or crack. The shooter won’t
even realize it and most often, when the arrow goes
“out”, the shooter blames themselves and continues on
shooting. I’ve seen, (and you know you are most likely
guilty of it yourself ) people who will shoot the same
nocks in their arrows one, two, or even three indoor
seasons without changing them! Most archers fail to
even consider all the strain and stress placed on those
pieces of plastic. They don’t stop to realize that not
only does the serving wear, but so do the “ears” of the
nocks themselves. They don’t stop to think how many
times that slight miss or even a flier wasn’t them at all,
but easily could be a worn, bent, brittle, or cracked
nock!
Here are some tips I’ve picked up through the
years with regard to arrow nocks:
1. Always number your arrows and always shoot them
in order.
2. Unless you are certain you made a bad shot, always
check any arrow that is out of the main group.
3. Always make sure that this arrow check includes
checking the nock completely for alignment, for
string-fit, for cracks, and for straightness. A bent or
misaligned nock is a miss or even a “dry fire” waiting to happen.
4. Always start a new indoor season with new nocks,
correctly aligned. I also make it a point to change
inserted arrow nocks about every 3,000 shots or so.
I will change pin nocks about every 4,000 shots or
when I even slightly suspect a problem with one.
Some archers change them more often than that.
You are thinking, “Wow, that’s going to get expensive.” Do you realize that indoors, for a Vegas
Round, 3,000 shots get you 75 rounds including
practice shots? That is a lot of abuse and a lot of
shooting. This gives ample time for those plastic
units to fatigue.

arrow manufacturers, but you don’t see much checking
of the arrows by spinning or blowing on them to spin
the vanes and watching for nock misalignment. It
seems like a lost art.
The better archers have learned from experience
and from the school of hard knocks (pun intended)
what to look for and how to tell if it is them or if there
is something amiss with their equipment. Many of
them will check the arrow nock details off first when
something appears to be amiss. Why? Because, especially outdoors, that item can become damaged very
easily, and sometimes you might not even notice it.
That is why I never allow anyone to pull my arrows
when I’m shooting, and especially when I’m shooting
outdoors. Proactively, I’m paying attention to details,
and the condition of my arrows is not a minor detail;
arrows are the business end of my shot.
I have talked about weighing and batching nocks
of the same weights. I have outlined how to group your
nocks with regard to proper string fit and to get rid of
those that are too loose. I have talked about “pre-loading” a new nock 15 times on the bowstring before
shooting it for the first time. We talked about how critical nock alignment is and you were shown examples of
the different tools and techniques available to insure
identical nock alignment. We discussed how to proactively mark the nock’s position by using the mould
lines and matching these with a mark on your shaft
and/or insert. Last, we talked about when to change
nocks and the fact that nocks are the most neglected,
yet among the most important, pieces of your archery
equipment.
Intentionally, I did not discuss the placement of
the nock insert bushing into the back of the shaft.
However, much the same system applies there as it
does to the nocks. With aluminum arrows, one is pretty safe to use hot-melt glue to hold them in. However,
for aluminum/carbon or all-carbon arrows, some prefer to use instant glues, while others, especially when
they are using pin nocks use Saran Wrap or plumber’s
tape to make sure the inserts fit tightly and won’t move
within the shaft; but yet are easily removable should a
pin become damaged or bent. Proactively think your
way through the nock insert issue, based upon the discussions in this article. You will gain some insight by
thinking this through.

Conclusion

Years ago, most of us would routinely “spin” our
aluminum arrows all the time to check for straightness.
Those at or near the top of the leader board were also
checking for loose vanes and bent or broken nocks
(even though they weren’t saying anything about that)!
Today, you see very few shooters spinning arrows or
checking them over much at all. You might see some
bending and flexing shafts as recommended by carbon
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Wouldn’t it be a pity to be completely knocked
out of a competition because of a piece of plastic —
knocked out by a nock? Think about just how many
times you may have lost points on your score because
you got knocked off by a nock.
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Teaching
the Shot
Sequence
by Steve Ruis
The original title I had written for this article (The
Shot Sequence) was a tad misleading in that it sounded as if there were one shot sequence to which everyone adhered, which is obviously not true. (I actually
lean more to the position that there are as many shot
sequences as there are archers.) But this article is not
about the infinite variations of the shot sequence, it is
about when you should introduce your archery students to a shot sequence and how you might want to
go about it, so the new title works, I think.
Shot Sequence Basics

A shot sequence, or as it is sometimes called a shot
routine, is a series of steps both physical and mental
that aid archers a number of ways. The sequence/routine assists in shot replication during competition, for
example. And it assists in providing recognizable segments of the shot to help archers and their coaches
analyze and solve form and execution problems.
Shot sequences are not confined to just our sport,
they are prominent in any precision activity; for example, golfers use them (different ones for putting, tee
shots, sand shots, etc.), basketball players (but only at
the free throw line as far as I can tell), rifle shooters,
and so forth.

“Shot sequences are not confined
to just our sport, they are prominent in any precision activity.”
While a basic archery shot sequence, which may be
from four to seventeen steps (these are only the shortest and longest I have heard of ), is usually introduced
as a physical aid, the mental aspects are as valuable or
possibly even more valuable.
One of the first shot sequences I had ever heard of
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was the “Nine Steps to the Ten Ring” which some say
was created by Julia Bowers, others say by Ruth Rowe,
and still others by . . . others. (It’s hard to give credit
when organizations don’t put people’s names on
things!) The nine steps in this sequence are:
1. Stand
2. Nock
3. Set
4. Pre-draw
5. Draw
6. Anchor
7. Aim
8. Release
9. Followthrough
Please do not think these nine are set in stone as
the NAA’s own Archery Instructor’s Manual (3rd Ed.,
1982, with Bowers part of the writing team and Rowe
as editor) lists them as:
1. Stand
2. Nock
3. Extend
4. Draw
5. Anchor
6. Tighten/Hold
7. Aim
8. Tighten/Release
9. Afterhold
Afterhold? Oh, well, please accept the fact that
variations in the words and numbers of steps occur.
And there has been so much confusion over what a
“pre-draw” is that that term is rapidly disappearing.
The problem I have had since I first saw the Nine
Steps is that the list is more than a little opaque. Here
is the way I present the list now:
1. Take Your Stance
2. Nock an Arrow
3. Set Your Hands
4. Raise the Bow
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Draw
Find Your Anchor
Aim
Release the String
Follow through.
This list uses short phrases that are more indicative
of what is being done. But, if you don’t like any of these
you are free to make up your own lists and own terms.
My shot sequence when I shoot my compound bow
has 13 steps (14 now because I am working on a problem with my bow hand).
When to Introduce
the Shot Sequence

For most students of archery, the shot sequence can be
introduced quite early. I work with recreational archers
quite a bit, archers who shoot for the fun of it and for
the fact that it is a tremendous stress reducer. I know
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“I introduce the shot sequence
when a student indicates they
want to get better, which they will
tell me when they are ready.”
this is an aside but I am going to make it anyway—
archery is the perfect sport for people with high-stress
occupations: lawyers, business people, DEA Agents,
at-home Moms, you know who you are. The very act
of shooting and the desire to have the arrows go where
you want require you to relax and focus while under
tension. This causes all of your worldly considerations
to fade into the background. The time this takes is typically 15 minutes. Then the really cool thing happens—all of those things that you needed to deal with
come back to you later, pretty much in their order of
importance. They go away, and they come back
defused and in order of importance. Archery is the
sport of the new millennium! Okay, I’m done, back to
teaching shot sequences.
I introduce the shot sequence when a student indicates they want to get better, which they will tell me
when they are ready. If they just want to have fun flinging arrows, that’s fine with me. If they want to learn
how to shoot accurately, they need a shot sequence.
And the importance of it is primarily the mental side.
The Mental Side of the Shot
Sequence

Archery is a kinesthetic sport, meaning it is all about
how a shot feels. But human beings don’t seem to be
focused on what they feel. In fact, being “touchy-feely”
is a disparaging term used in jokes. Our minds get
between us and physical reality—I have ideas of why
Archery Focus
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that might be so, but this is hardly the place to explore
them, so we will just leave it at—our minds often
“interpret” our physical sensations in ways that are
counterproductive in archery. This is where training is
really needed and a coach’s help is paramount.
Ultimately, the shot sequence is interlaced with a
strong mental program in a competitive archer. I certainly do not take an archer “there” in his fifth lesson,
in fact I can’t think of a faster way to drive a beginner
away from the sport, than doing that!
What I do is make the connection that in each
physical step of a shot sequence there are physical
things to check and this gives the mind (both conscious (earlier) and subconscious (later)) something to
do, something that won’t distract the shot. But each
step also provides a touchpoint, a point in time where
certain physical sensations are checked. In the long
run, the archer becomes more in tune with the feel of
good shots (and bad ones).
So, here are what I ask archers to focus on in their
shot sequence (see table top of next page). (I am using the
Nine Steps . . . as a model.)
All of these checkpoints (and I introduce them
slowly) are actual physical checks (both visual, aural,
Continued on the Next Page
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Shot Sequence Step

Physical Check

1. Take Your Stance

feet shoulder-width apart, toes on line to target, everything relaxed

2. Nock an Arrow

arrow on rest, cock vane out, snap of nock heard

3. Set Your Hands

(bow) on pad of thumb, knuckles at 45˚ / (draw) thumb and little finger
tucked out of the way, deep hook, everything else relaxed

4. Raise Your Bow

bow shoulder stays down, elbow rotated out, draw elbow up, hands stay
put/relaxed

5. Draw

pull is smooth and crisp with elbow up, bow hand relaxed

6. Find Your Anchor

thumb under jaw, press the flesh

7. Aim

focus on the point you want to hit (or aim at when they learn to aim off of
the point) and expand

8. Release the String

let the string go, don’t let go of the string

9. Follow Through

hold form until the bow finishes it’s bow (the other bow)

and tactile), but they allow a new archer to focus on
what they are supposed to feel at each stage of the shot
(they have to feel most of them because they are really
hard to see).
The key mental aspect is: if anything, anything at
all—mental or physical—intrudes from a prior step,
they must let down and start over. (I learned from
Frank Pearson that one must teach letting down as a
skill, so I do.)
That’s it? That’s the mental side?
Yep!
All of you coaches have at one time or other had a
kid with “happy feet.” There he is at full draw moving
around on the shooting line. Something from a previous step intruded and this student fixes it “on the fly.”
We are all good at fixing things on the fly—but in
archery one must really avoid doing that! The advantage of having a coach is that the arrows you shoot, you
shoot with better form and execution that if you were
self-taught or taught by a “friend” at the club. Every

“Each step also provides a touchpoint, a point in time where
certain physical sensations are
checked.”
shot you execute well is money in the bank (positive
reinforcement for the next shot). Every shot you execute poorly requires quite a few good shots to wash it’s
influence away. (Remember when your school teacher
had you “correct” all of your misspelled words on an
assignment—by writing them correctly ten times each?
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Did all of those teachers go to “mean school” to learn
that? Or were the Greeks right (Repetition is the
Mother of Learning)? Repeat the wrong thing a lot
and you will have to do a lot more than ten repetitions
of it done right to fix that false learning.
The subconscious mind has a great responsibility
in keeping us alive. The conscious mind is just too slow
(and distractible, and single focused, etc.) to do what is
needed. So anything that is easier, that requires less
energy, gets bonus points in your subconscious mind.
Less energy means you need to find less food and you
can live longer on the fat you have already stored.
(Have I mentioned that your subconscious mind is
really quite primitive?) So, when you screw up a shot,
something is not quite right, your subconscious mind
is all in favor of “fixing it on the fly.” “Let down and
start over? Dude, that’s a lot of work!” says your subconscious mind.
You compound archers out there know what I
mean when you have been at full draw too long, your
rhythm is shot, you should let down, but . . . ooops! I
had to train myself to let down anytime I had the
thought “let down,” . . . and it wasn’t easy.
So, just having archers embrace the practice of letting down when something is “not right” is immensely valuable to them. It, in my humble opinion, also
leads to faster learning because if the archer exhibits
discipline, the subconscious will get it “right” more
quickly as there is an energy penalty for doing it
wrong.
Conclusion

A shot sequence lays the groundwork for the later
development of a strong mental program, as well as
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“The key mental aspect is: if
anything, anything at all—mental
or physical—intrudes from a prior
step, they must let down and start
over.”
providing a framework and language to break down
segments of what is a continuous process into treatable
chunks. Just adding the mental aspect that if any prior
step intrudes later in the sequence, a let down is
required, builds a foundation that will serve recreational as well as competitive archers. It can be introduced
as soon as an archer shows a modicum of accomplishment (shoots groups at close targets) and expresses a
desire to get better (has the motivation to learn).
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Observations of an Octogenarian Archer

Bow Setup—
Then and Now
by Jim Ploen
Setting Up a Bow—Then

Back in the early sixties bow setup was so simple: brace
the bow with a bowstring that created a brace height
high enough so the string would not hit your wrist,
apply a nocking point so the arrow was located at the
same place on the string for each shot and the arrow
was about 1/4 to 3/8 inch above a right angle to the
string. Done. Shooting directly off the bow shelf was
so simple, and any poorly flying arrow was due to being
the wrong spine or the nocking point location was off.
Simple.
The arrow was understood to bend around the
riser to maintain alignment with the string and this
was referred to as the arrow’s paradox. Definition:
paradox Something that seems impossible but may be
true. Today’s reference to “paradox” seems to take in
any of the bending action the arrow takes on as the
energy is transferred from the bow limbs to the arrow
through the string.
I feel that a simple term from physics, inertia: the
tendency of matter to stay at rest or in motion, will
help explain the effects of arrow
spine, build out of the arrow rest,
the action of the fingers when
releasing the string, and gravity’s
role in nocking point setting.
For hunting, the setup was
simple: a soft material was used
on the bow shelf to dampen
arrow noise while the arrow was
being drawn. A quiet rest material also helped cover
the sound of nervous hunters with “the shakes” as that
first deer came close to their stand or that trophy rack
of antlers separated itself from the background branches. (I can remember being in a small tree with fall-colored leaves that started to tremble (even though there
was no breeze) as a beautiful rack magically appeared
and I realized it was attached to the big body of a Mule
deer.)

A target setup can be simple or complex depending on the archer’s goal in performance. The input may
be from ads or what the top archers are using or an article on tuning that influences one’s thinking. Consider
the development of changes to just the bow handle—
new materials came to be used: as laminations and in
the form of metal risers; sight windows were cut closer
to the centerline of the bow, and then past center (for
better arrow string alignment and fletching clearance).
With the added clearance from a bigger sight window,
changes were seen in the development of arrow rests.
From feather rests to plastic flippers to the best of all,
the Hoyt finger rest. This little rest had a plastic finger
that curved around the arrow shaft, holding it in place
through the effects of inertia and effects of the fingers
as they released the string. The assitance in grouping
was remarkable but the rests were delicate—being sensitive to finger pressure on the nock and not particularly durable. I personally used a brad nail pounded into
the wood riser with the head then cut off so about _ of
the arrow shaft rested on the nail and used a leather
“build out” with Teflon tape.
With this set-up I equaled the
best scores at that time and even
won some tournaments drawing a
lot of attention and positive comments. I enjoyed making archery
as simple as possible, setting an
example that enjoying archery
did not require spending a lot of
money on trendy ideas. To shoot enjoying each arrow
shot started with solid basic form designed to use the
fewest muscles possible in a repeatable manner. The
nicest complement that I received was “Jim, you make
it look so easy.” My typical response was: “Thank you,
you don’t know how hard I work to make it look that
easy.” I should not have used the term work as it was
and still is enjoyment to exercise the muscles used in
making that perfect shot.

“The greatest advancement in arrow grouping
was achieved with the
development of
stabilizers.”
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The logic behind the success of the Hoyt Super
Rest is that it provided positive control of the arrow as
the fingers releasing the string caused movement of the
string to the left (for right handed archers) and with
the effects of inertia trying to push the bow out of its
way with little success due to the bow’s mass. The
arrow maintained contact with the rest for seven to
nine inches of travel, which varied with the amount of
build out, draw length, and spine of the arrow.
The plunger was the next great tool to play with to
achieve better arrow flight and groups. I thought it was
(and is) a great tool to fine tune build-out and, yes, you
can move the arrows around the target with spring tension. I also see archers who can shoot bare shafts out to
70 meters but that is not a guarantee of a winning
combination.
The greatest advancement in arrow grouping was
achieved with the development of stabilizers. The history of that story will have to be retained for a future
article. It’s time to get to the basics of this article setting up your Olympic-style recurve bow.
Setting Up a Bow—Now

The first set-up is for risers with bottom limb side
adjustments to achieve limb tip alignment. Also mentioned is what to do with risers without limb alignment. If you have purchased a used set of limbs on
eBay only to find that they have taken a set and do not
look straight to your eye, this set-up method will help
to obtain string alignment at the rest.
Tool List
• one or two small levels.
• one line level
• six inch ruler
• a little tape
• a table or flat surface to lay your braced bow on
• two chairs and one of the arrows you are planning
to shoot
Measure the thickness of the riser at the limb
socket divide this measurement in half and transfer
this measurement to a piece of tape onto the riser.
Then check the string at both ends where the string

“If you have purchased a used set
of limbs on eBay only to find that
they have taken a set and do not
look straight to your eye, this setup method will help to obtain
string alignment at the rest.”
leaves the limb and at the rest or plunger. Adjust the
limbs at the limb sockets till you have the string set to
Archery Focus

your rule marks, checking so all three points are the
same.
This next step will work for all recuves (adjustable
limb sockets or no). Place two high back chairs far

“Noisy bows are the result of
string slap at the tips and require
a higher brace height. Noise from
something loose is just that,
tighten it.”
enough apart on which to rest the bow limbs close to
the riser (this is not critical), then place a level at the
end of the riser on the limbs (or levels at both ends)
and adjust the lay of the bow until the bubbles are centered. Next hang the arrow you plan to shoot on the
string so that it hangs down like a pendulum, close to
the plunger or build out adjustment. This technique
takes the guesswork out of string alignment. It eliminates pressure on the bottom limb when you lean the
bow against something to align the string with marks
on the limbs. Also, how one’s eyes view the string can
be misleading when looking up or down at the limb
marks or attachments used for string centering, too.
Adjust the plunger with firm spring tension moving it to obtain a positive contact with the arrow.
This is also a good time to check your sight bar
Continued on the Next Page

Twisted Limbs?

Your limbs may have taken a set at the tips due
to the natural torque in responding to shoulder
scapula alignment on them when at full draw. If
this is the case, when the riser is horizontal and
leveled and the string aligns with the arrow
hanging down, the arrow may be too close to the
riser for adjustment. To fix this, you can attempt
to straighten the tips or switch the limbs top to
bottom and bottom to top and reset the tiller. (I
prefer equal tiller to just slightly positive for the
top limb.) Use a brace height that has resulted in
the quietest sound when released. Noisy bows
are the result of string slap at the tips and require
a higher brace height. Noise from something
loose is just that, tighten it. I feel that a change
in brace height affects the build out adjustment
with limbs that have taken a set, if your groups
change size on the target, check the brace height
and tiller, then reset the brace height and see if
the tiller returns to its original setting.
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alignment. Move the sight block to the top of the sight
bar and, looking down on the string and arrow, align
the string to cover the arrow and set the aperture and
sight bar to center on the string alignment, then move
the sight block to the bottom of the sight bar and align
if necessary. Snug down the sight bar and recheck the
aperture when moved to the top. I think you get the
picture; it may take a couple of tries to get it right.
The next setting is to turn the plunger out one
turn (be sure to mark your plunger so you know what
one turn is). Also, be sure to measure and record your
brace height and tiller
Lets go shoot!
I would suggest starting at twenty yards indoors
(or outdoors on a no wind day). Bring along a notebook, a piece of heavy string (18 inches so you can find
it), and a ruler. Also take along a target face with a
white back and place an aiming dot on the back side
just large enough for easy aiming at 20 yards .
Be sure to set your sight for twenty yards (vertical
setting only) and do not worry about windage at this
time. With this “inline set-up” your string alignment at
full draw should be as close to the aperture as is comfortable. Shoot about four five-arrow groups to loosen
up then four more ends coming to full draw, aim, close
your eyes, draw through the clicker and release. With
the eyes closed the bow arm seems to have its own
intelligence knowing that if it moves or anticipates the
release the arrow may not stay on the bale, the release
also tries to be clean off the string to hold alignment.
With the third or fourth try you may be surprised at
the grouping.
Its nice to have at least two sets of arrows of different size to see the effects changes made effect the
grouping of different sizes and spines of arrows. Put up
your blank target with the dot. If you are trying the
two sets of arrows, aim at the dot alternating arrows
with each shot. This compensates for any changes in
form during the set. Shoot five to six arrows (per arrow
type) each end.
If the grouping is to the right of the dot the arrow
spine is weak and to the left (with a wide margin) it is
stiff. I say “wide” because we started with the plunger
set one turn out from center. Measure and record the
group sizes by placing the string around the perimeter
of each group and measure the string length and record
this measurement. Just visual size is not enough as we
will be referring to fractions of an inch and records of
a visual picture are hard to make. You are not trying to
hit the dot, just record the group size. If you can find
someone to work with you and help with the recordings it’s a lot more enjoyable. After recording five sets
make one change only and that is to move the plunger
out one turn and repeat the exercise. If the grouping
did not improve back the plunger off a half turn and
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A Note from Then

I questioned how long an arrow stayed in contact with the bow and the effect of build out on
grouping. I set-up netting to stop my arrows
without wiping off a telltail spray of foot powder on the arrow shaft. The arrow was held away
from the bow until at full draw then placed on
the rest aimed and released. The smallest groups
for my set-up based on bow weight, brace
height, and arrow spine were with nine inches
of contact with the rest (with 1816 24SRT
arrows, 27 inches long shot out of a 38 pound
Herter’s 75 inch bow). The arrow flight was not
pretty but looked the same on each shot, and
did they ever group at twenty yards (the distance used for testing)!

repeat the drill. Whichever setting or set of arrows
gave you the best grouping use that set of arrows and
setting for build out. Next soften the spring plunger
tension until you see the arrow start to move to the
right (for right handed archers). This will be a starting
point to start your record keeping and still shooting
five ends to get a good average for your grouping.
Make only one adjustment, like a half turn, and record
group size. You are looking for consistent, small
groups.
It’s a slow, tedious teaching, learning, and selfcoaching process. When you have one arrow considerably outside of your group, mark it so that you can tell
if it is a bad arrow or that shot was just an error in
form.
Final Notes

When you purchase your levels be sure that they both
read the same, that is when you lay them side by side
the bubbles read the same, or you may think your riser
is twisted, limb pockets misaligned, or there’s a variation in limb thicknesses when there really is only a
variation in your levels! Do not get overly excited and
start calling your dealer or manufacturer; as long as it
is something that does not change from shot to shot,
just average the bubbles of each level and make your
setting. You can make more mistakes with hand pressure on the grip or use of the supporting muscles or
variations in the release off the string than is caused by
a bow that seems “off ” but performs the same on each
shot when not affected by your performance.
Next Then the love of bare bow shooting—Now
modern day Longbows.
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Crafting a
Flemish
Bowstring
by Gerrod Hampel
A part of what makes our sport enjoyable is
our ability to customize our equipment. There are
many things that can be used to express yourself: a
personal crest on your arrows, making your own
arrows, crafting your armguard or shooting tab or
glove, making your own quiver, even making your
own bow and string.
Every bow needs a string. Without a string, all
you have is a stick. Crafting a Flemish twist bow
string, once the skill is learned, is an enjoyable way
to pass some time, and can be down right addictive.
Soon you will be crafting strings for bows that you
don’t even own (at least that is what happened to
me).

“A Flemish twist string eliminates
the need for a serving on the loop
ends of the string, by reinforcing
the loop ends of the string as they
are twisted into the string body.”
I have built three wood bows with artificial
sinew strings. One bow draws 43 pounds @ 28˝,
another draws 44 pounds @ 28˝ and the third draws
51 pounds @ 28˝. All three bows have 10-strand
strings. I built the 51# bow particularly for hunting,
and I ended up having to put string silencers in the
string. I should have made a 12-14 strand string to
reduce vibration. Using B-50 Dacron string materiArchery Focus

al, the two 40# plus bows, should have 12-14 strand
strings and the 51# bow would have a 14-16 strand
string.

“Soon you will be crafting
strings for bows that you don’t
even own (at least that is what
happened to me).”
I am not familiar with high-performance string
materials and, therefore, cannot make any comments on the number of strands necessary for a bow
string made of them using the Flemish twist
method.
The “How To”

First, determine the type of string material you will
use. I have used B-50 Dacron and artificial sinew
(available from Leather Unlimited and 3Rivers
Archery). If you are using artificial sinew, you can
use two fewer strands versus B-50 Dacron strings.
Next, you need to measure the length of the bow
(nock to nock) and subtract four inches. (The AMO
Standard is three inches less than the bow size but
the string is to be stretched under 100 pounds of
tension before being measured. Since this is so complicated, follow the directions here and if you find
your brace height or the number of twists needed to
make brace are problems, adjust the length accordContinued on Next Page
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Photo 1

Photo 4

Photo 2

ingly. It is always a good idea to keep careful notes.)
Then, decide upon the number of strands to put into
the string. The number of strands in a string is
dependent upon the poundage of the bow and the
string materials characteristics. Consult the string
manufacturer’s literature to help with the number of
strands decision.
For the purpose of this article, I am making a
string for a 62˝ longbow that is 45 pounds @ 28˝. A
string jig will be used to determine the string length
(see Photos 1 & 2). The string will be 12 strands of B50 Dacron.
The next step is to measure the length of the
strands to the make string. There a couple of ways to
do this:
1. Using a string jig, the length is automatically
determined by the jig.
2. If you are making a single loop string that will be
tied off on the bottom limb of the bow using a
timber hitch knot (also known as a bowyer’s
knot), then the length of each strand will be one
and a half times the length of the bow (e.g. for a

Photo 3

62˝ bow, each strand would be approximately 93˝
long [going a couple of inches longer will not
harm anything).
If you are not using a string jig, you will need to
cut the strands (depending on the number of strands
you determined) and stagger the ends of the strands
(unless using a string jig, this will be done automatically)(see Photos 3, 4 & 5).
Separate the strands into two bundles (for
example, for a 12-strand string, make two 6-strand
bundles). If you are using a string jig (such as are
available from 3Rivers Archery) work according to
the supplied instructions. Gather each bundle and
wax the ends for about 8-10 inches (bow string wax
will work fine). This helps to keep the strands in

Photo 5
each bundle together.
If you are making a string for a recurve bow,
begin the twist 9˝ (23 cm) from the end of the
strands; for a longbow, begin the twist 8˝ (20 cm)
from the end of the strands.
Lay the bundles one on top of the other, by
forming a sort of triangle with your thumb, foreand middle fingers. Beginning with the top bundle,
twist the strands away from you (clockwise) one to
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Photo 6

Photo 9

Match the bundles and begin the twisting
process again. This will complete the lower loop of
the string (see Photo 9). Once the tapered ends of the
string are twisted into the body of the string, use a
Photo 10

Photo 7
two revolutions, then twist the two bundles together by bringing the lower bundle up (counter-clockwise) so it now becomes the upper bundle. Repeat
the twist (clockwise, one to two revolutions, then
bring the lower bundle to the top, counterclockwise). The bundles should begin to form a small
rope (see Photos 6 & 7). Each person will twist the
bundles slightly looser or tighter, depending on their
technique. With practice, (usually gotten in making
one or two strings) you will find your personal technique.

small spring paper clip to hold that end together and
move to the other end of the string (see Photo 10).
To make the upper loop of the string, again,
depending on the use for the string (recurve or longbow), begin the twist 8˝ or 9˝ (20-23 cm) from the
end of the bundles. This time, twist for about 21/2
inches (6.5 cm). Again, lay the untwisted portion
over, and twist the bundles together.

Photo 11

Photo 8
Continue this twisting for about two inches (5
cm) (see Photo 8). Once this is completed, lay the
untwisted portion down below the portion you just
twisted, matching the two bundles. With two different colors of material, this is easier to see.
Archery Focus

A Flemish twist string eliminates the need
for a serving on the loop ends of the string, by reinforcing the loop ends of the string as they are twisted into the string body.
Place the lower loop end over a peg secured in a
Continued on Next Page
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Photo 12

vise, and remove the clamp from the lower loop end.
Holding the upper loop end of the string, begin to
twist the entire string counter-clockwise. Watch the
lower loop. If it begins to untwist, reverse the direction that you are twisting the upper loop end.
Continue to twist the string until the length of
the string is twisted and looks like a rope. Remove
the lower loop from the peg. Place the upper loop
over the upper limb of your bow and slide it down
the limb about 5-6 inches (13-15 cm), then the
place the lower loop on the lower limb string
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groove. Brace the bow and lay it with the back down
on a table (use a pad or cloth to avoid marring the
bow). With the string facing up, push the limb tips
down slightly a few times. This process stretches the
string. Check the brace height.
After the brace height is set, it is a good idea to
use a piece of leather to burnish the string, warming
the wax on the string and helping to stretch the
string a bit more.
Another advantage of a Flemish twist string is
that as the string is used on the bow, and it stretches a bit, it is easy to remove the lower string loop
from the bow and add a twist or two to raise the
brace height of the bow.
If the brace height needs to be adjusted, remove
the lower loop and add or remove one or two twists
as necessary to raise or lower the brace height. Once
the brace height is correct, mark the center of the
string and serve the string for 8-10 inches (20-25
cm) (see Photos 11 & 12). Using a bow square attach
a nock locator on the string (adjust as necessary) and
you are ready to shoot using your new Flemish twist
string. Relax, be proud of your work, and enjoy the
flight of the arrow out of your bow.
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Learning archery in Salt Lake City proved to
be an excellent choice for many reasons. Not only did
we have a great indoor range to shoot in at Salt Lake
Archery, we were surrounded by people who are ‘big’ in
archery. Coming into the sport without any knowledge
of either its history or of the actual physical aspects of
the sport, we were, in a word, quite naïve. It would take
us a while to sort things out and as we did, we were
amazed by the people who regularly came in and out
of Salt Lake Archery. People who were famous in the
world of archery but we didn’t know who they were
because they did not brag, boast, or ‘let you know’ that
they were either accomplished in the sport itself or one
of the top people working for Hoyt and Easton. Heck,
we didn’t even know Hoyt and Easton were based out
of Salt Lake City at first. And when we did become
aware of that, it meant little to us because we were still
in the ‘beginner’ bow stage and had not yet learned
that Hoyt and Easton were two of the top archery
companies in the world. Rather, someone would mention Hoyt or Easton, and we’d shrug, nod, or simply
have that glazed look that translates as “. . . and that’s
important to us because . . . ”

“We were much more than naïve,
we were totally clueless.”
Team. It was a goal he had set for himself and he
worked hard to make the team. He knew he didn’t
have the same long-term experience as most of the
kids trying out, but what he lacked in experience, he
made up in determination. When he made the team, it
was one of the most exciting moments of his life. He
had practiced in snow, wind, a hail storm (literally)
twice, freezing rain, and humid heat six days a week for
months and he had given everything he had to achieve
his goal. He was not only excited about being on the Jr.
World Team; he realized that he was good at archery.
It was with some surprise, as we were driving into
town to do some errands a few days after he made the
team that he said, “Mom, I’ve got a problem.”
Uh oh, I thought, getting braced for who knows
what. To this day, and for the rest of my life, the conversation that followed not only made me proud, but
helped me understand some of Clarke’s uniqueness.
“Okay,” I said “what’s up?”

Be Humble
by Lorretta Sinclair

But then, again, we are the people who started in
recurve archery by telling our then 13-year-old son
Clarke on his birthday, “Choose whichever bow you
like and we’ll buy that one.” We were much more than
naïve, we were totally clueless.
So over time we met people, chatted with this or
that person at a tournament, had someone come and
tell us, “Wow, Clarke has a great release,” or just
watched people watching our three boys, without ever
knowing exactly who those people were. What we saw
were some “really nice people” who came to the local
tournaments or to the range to practice. Even when we
started to understand the names and their associations
to archery, names such as Techmikov, Eliason, Barrs,
McNail, Gillingham, Gerard, and Wilde, my opinion
stayed the same because of the way they came and

Further Adventures
Adventures
Further
of an
an Archery
Archery Mom
Mom
of
went: unassuming. They were just people shooting
archery, albeit better than we were, but I had kids and
they were adults, so I still thought nothing of it.
We had been shooting archery for a little over two
years when Clarke made the 2004 U.S. Junior World
Archery Focus

“Mom, I’m really good at archery.’
“Yes, you are.”
“No, Mom, I mean, I’ve been doing some research
and reading, and I am really, really good at this.”
“Yeah, I know that. We started figuring it out
when we saw people watching you shoot, people we
didn’t know but who seemed to know archery and then
those same people would smile, shake their heads, and
some of them have said to us, ‘He’s really good.’ I get
it Clarke; you are really good at archery. So what’s the
problem?”
“Well, um, I’m struggling because I know I’m really good at this, and I’m having a really hard time controlling my ego. That’s the problem. I am really good
and I’m going to get even better, but I don’t want to be
a jerk. I don’t know what to do.”
Stunned into a rare silence, we drove for a few
miles while I tried to gather my thoughts. My 15year-old son understands something that a lot of
successful people don’t get in a lifetime. More
importantly to me, he is sharing it with me and asking
for guidance. I am stunned and proud and not real sure
what to say, and then a moment of clarity: “Clarke,
remember when you had only been shooting archery
Continued on the Next Page
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for eight months and we went to the Utah Open? You
went over to the crowded practice bay and you were
the only kid over there. Everyone else was an adult but
you weren’t intimidated. You worked your way in to
practice and ended up next to a left-handed guy.
Remember shooting next to that guy and how he was
talking the whole time to one of his friends and yet
hitting the 10-ring shot after shot? Remember how
you liked walking back and forth from the target and
enjoying how this guy complimented you on where
your arrows were hitting? Remember how he told you
while he was looking at your target, ‘Hey, you’re pretty
good.’ Remember how you pointed out that man later
and said, ‘See that guy over there? He told me in the
practice bay I had a really great release.’ Do you
remember all of that?”
“Yeah . . .”
“That guy was so normal, so unassuming, so fun to
stand and shoot next to, that you thoroughly enjoyed
yourself. He didn’t care that a kid was shooting next to
him even though he’s obviously quite good. He complimented you and you (or us for that matter) had no
idea who he was, right?”
“Right.”
“Then, my advice is simple, Clarke, whenever you
feel that your ego is getting the better of you or you
think you are going to be a jerk because you realize
how good at this you are, just think back to that first
time that you stood next to Jay Barrs and remember
how humble he was, how unassuming, how you would
have never known until someone later told you, that
this man was a two-time Olympian and a gold medal-

“We were amazed by the people
who regularly came in and out of
Salt Lake Archery. People who
were famous in the world of
archery but we didn’t know who
they were because they did not
brag, boast, or ‘let you know’.”
ist. Be humble Clarke, like you saw Jay Barrs be that
day. If you do that throughout your life, you will never
be a jerk.”
After a silence, Clarke responded, “It’s really hard
and that’s why I was worried, but I can do that, Mom.”
“I know you can Clarke, because that is part of
what makes someone great, being humble when you
don’t have to be. That man could’ve told you who he
was, he could’ve bragged and boasted, but instead, he
complimented you: he told you he liked your release,
he complimented your shots, he made you feel like you
Archery Focus

were important. That is all you have to ever do,
remember that day in the practice bay.”
We drove the rest of the way into town talking
about the day that we did finally understand and realize who exactly Jay Barrs was and we laughed at ourselves and our naiveté.

“For a young man to realize at
such a young age that it would
be easy to lose sight of who you
are and what you want the world
to see in you, could only have
resulted in a great archer with
class and style.”
Two weeks later we were sitting at JOAD Nationals in Georgia. A man and his son came by our tent
and asked me if Clarke would be willing to have his
picture taken with this young man. I told him that
when Clarke came back from lunch, I would be sure to
send him down to their tent. As I explained to Clarke
that a boy named Matt would like to have his picture
taken together, Clarke rolled his eyes at me and
laughed nervously, “This is embarrassing, Mom! Why
would someone want their picture with me? I’m not an
Olympian or something.”
To which I responded, “Because you’re good,
because you’re nice, and because you have the lesson of
being humble. And because you might as well get used
to this. Get moving.”
I watched my lanky, shy, son uncomfortably wander down the line of tents looking for the man and his
son. When he came back from taking pictures he said,
“That wasn’t so bad. They were really nice to me.
Thanks, Mom. This will work out after all.”
I’ll never know for sure whether Clarke would
have handled becoming a great archer with style and
grace, but in my heart, I believe he would have. For a
young man to realize at such a young age that it would
be easy to lose sight of who you are and what you want
the world to see in you, could only have resulted in a
great archer with class and style.
We left Utah in December of 2005, without me
having actually met Jay Barrs. We were never formally
introduced. I’ve spoken to him briefly; I believe I was
a tournament registration person when that occurred.
He just comes in and out of Salt Lake Archery like any
other person—to shoot. But, Jay Barrs, without ever
knowing it, made a lasting impact on my son. And I
thank him for that.
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The Real Way To Make Arrows
by Brian J. Luke
(Part 1 of this series can be found in Volume 12, Number 4 of Archery Focus. Ed.)
The reason I selected a board of three quarters
inch thickness is because I have made enough hickory shafts to know the diameters usually end up
around 5⁄16˝ (0.8 cm).
Also I did not have to worry about the fact I
could not end up with exactly 3⁄8 inch square arrow
blanks due to the thickness of my band saw blade.
I set my fence on the band saw to cut squares that
were about .350 inch (0.89 cm), so I would get
exactly two arrows from every slice off the board.
The first cut would give me a slab .350 inch X 3⁄4
inch X 36 inches long.
You may be wondering why I use a board 36
inches long. The reason lies in the fact it is just as
easy to work as a 30-inch or 32-inch board and you
end up having the option of cutting your finished
arrow from the best section.
Once I have cut off my first slab, I then lay that
slab on a bench and simply smooth out the rough
marks left by the band saw blade. It is not neces-

Sawing the board into planks of the desired thickness on a band saw.
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sary to remove them all; we are just ironing out the
high spots if you will. The wood rasp is the easiest
of all the tools to use for this purpose. My rasp is
commonly knows as a “horseshoe rasp,” or “farrier’s
rasp.” It is about 1 3⁄4 inch wide and 14 inches long.
It has two different cutting surfaces. One is more
aggressive that the other, I use the finer cutting
side for arrow making. A skilled wood worker
would probably use a hand plane, but for someone
like me, a rasp is much easier to control.

Part 2 of a Series
Take that slab and run it through your band
saw to split this into exactly two pieces giving you
two square arrow blanks. I can only assume you are
using safety precautions by using push sticks to
feed the arrow blank along the fence. I still have all
my fingers, but I am told the band saw has claimed
many from careless operators.
With these two arrow blanks, once again lay
them on a bench side by side and lay the wood rasp
flat and file with the grain to iron out the high

Splitting the small plank into two square arrow blanks using a band saw
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Straightening a square blank by exerting pressure against the bend
using the palm.

Using the rasp (fine side) to remove saw marks from the pair of square
blanks.

spots on the sides just cut.

table you are working on. Using a 3⁄8 inch square
arrow blank (which is the most common) the flat
you are to file needs to be approximately .155˝
(0.394 cm) wide.
Look at the flat you have created with the rasp
and ensure it appears to be the same width along
its entire length. To get a better view, sight down
the arrow blank from different angles changing the
way the light hits the flat. There will be one angle
that will allow you to see the flat most clearly.
Once satisfied with the first flat, turn the shaft
180 degrees and work on the opposite edge. After
you have the second flat to your liking, you just
have two more flats to do from the remaining
edges of the once square arrow blank.
The goal here is to have all the sides of the
octagon the same width. I really do no measuring,
but it would be a good idea at first to get a clear
picture of what a .155 wide flat looks like. When
you have filed a flat on the four edges of the square
arrow blank your shaft should have an octagonal
cross section.
In the proper lighting sight down the shaft and
slowly turn it. If one of your flats seems larger that
the .155˝ initial flat; look at each flat that meets
the wider flat. One of these flats will look skinnier.
Just widen the skinny flat a bit and the once wide
flat will now seem to be the correct size.
You will astonish yourself how such a perfect
octagonal arrow blank can be created by eye!
Sight down your octagon arrow blank and
straighten it, if necessary, with a little palm pressure.

At this time I sight along the square arrow blanks
and hand straighten them if necessary with a little
palm pressure in the crooked spot. If the bend is of
a long radius I find the pressure wrapping them
around my belly to work just fine. Be careful in
doing this, my belly has been known to break an
arrow with too aggressive of a thrust. If at anytime
during the process of making an arrow you hear
any cracking sounds, discard the arrow at once, it is
not worth any further time.

“If at anytime during the process of
making an arrow you hear any
cracking sounds, discard the
arrow at once, it is not worth any
further time.”
It is really going to get fun now! It will be a
simple matter to make our square cross section
arrow blank into one with an octagon cross section
by filing a flat along each of the four corners of the
square arrow blank. To make this job easier I have
a small V-shaped notch cut into a piece of 2˝x 2˝
pine board. This V-block can be as long as the
arrow but it does not need to be. It just needs to be
at least as long as the stroke of your arm while
using the rasp. I made this V-shaped notch by
making two cuts on a table saw with the blade set
at 45 degrees.
With your square arrow blank in the V block,
file a flat along the entire length of the shaft along
the tangent point that is facing straight up. The
flat you are filing of course will be parallel to the
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It is really getting exciting now! Place your
octagonal arrow blank in the V-block. One hand
Continued on Next Page
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With the square blank placed in a wood V-block, a .155˝ flat is filed on
each edge.

The octagonal cross section blank.

will guide the rasp while the other hand will slowly rotate the octagon arrow blank in the v block.
Make a long gentle stroke with the rasp along each
one of the eight edges of the octagon arrow blank.
You will need to work about half of the length
of the shaft at a time because the hand that is turning the blank will be in the way of the gentle file
strokes. Once you have gone over the eight edges
from one end of the blank, flip it end for end to do
the same on the remaining length.
Continue looking for edges as you rotate the
shaft in the V-block.
By edges I mean any two flat surfaces that
come together to create a line. File any edge you
see as you rotate the shaft. As the shaft becomes
progressively more round, lighten up the pressure
you are using on the rasp during the long gentle
strokes.
In a fairly short amount of time, the once eight
sided figure will be remarkably round and, to your

utter amazement, you did it all by hand!
You may be so overwhelmed with joy at this
point you will want to get a point, nock, and feathers on and try it out. If you must, go right ahead,
but we have more work to do to make these shafts
really special.
The work we have done so far has been great,
but now we are going to inject a little precision
into the process while still hand working the shaft.

Sanding the octagonal blank until round using a sandpaper jig (see
text).
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In this next step we are going to make the
shaft perfectly round and precisely the same
diameter its entire length. This can be done with a
simple sanding jig most anyone can make.

“You will astonish yourself how
such a perfect octagonal arrow
blank can be created by eye!”
To make the sanding jig I used 11⁄4 inch dowel
rod cut into approximately four inch (10 cm)
lengths. Take one 4-inch section of dowel and drill
a 7⁄16 hole from one end to the other. It would be
nice if you were able to keep the drilled hole exactly down the center, but it is not entirely necessary.
Now that you have a 7⁄16˝ hole clean through
the 4-inch dowel, carefully saw the dowel in half
lengthwise, bisecting the 7⁄16-inch hole. Clearly
mark one end of the dowel on both sides of the saw
cut so once it is split you can always mate them up
to form a perfectly round circle (if your saw cut or
drilled hole was not exactly in line with the axis of
the dowel rod).
With a good 80-grit, fiber-backed sandpaper,
lay a section of sandpaper in each groove of the
bisected 7⁄16˝ hole. Make a “sandwich” so to speak
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with the arrow shaft in the center, sandpaper on
each half of the jig and the jig as the bread.
You will need to form the sandpaper in the
groove with the arrow shaft and secure the sandpaper from sliding by a small screw or brad. If you
have sandpaper with an adhesive back, it will not
be necessary to secure the sandpaper with a screw
or brad.
The inside diameter of the jig with the paper in
place will be approximately 3⁄8 inch (0.95 cm). Sand
the shaft up and down until you no longer get any
resistance from the shaft. At first the sanding jig
will not close completely, but as you remove stock
from the arrow, the two halves of the jig will come
together to create a consistent diameter. The jig
will only remove stock off the shaft in the places
that are larger than the diameter of the hole in the
jig. You will be able to feel when you are squeezing
the two halves of the jig completely together and
the shaft is no longer resisting as is glides through
the jig.
You can really pat yourself on the back if, after
this first sanding, you have removed all the tool
marks made by the rasp. Even if they are not completely gone, go ahead and check the spine of the
shaft if you have a spine tester handy. You will really need one if you want to go any further, and a
spine tester can be made that is every bit as good as
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the ones you can buy.
Continued in the next issue of AFm. Ed.
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